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About This Game

Save the Lamb - is a hardcore 2D platformer with elements of survival. Imagine that you are a sheep, which in some
unthinkable way you have an opportunity to escape from your farm. Of course we can not miss the opportunity. In this game
you go through various levels for a small defenseless lamb. Collect hay to pass the levels but be careful on your way there are
many traps, so you are not given more than one attempt to pass the level. Contacting with any trap, you die and the level starts

over.

KEY FEATURES:

 A large number of various levels.

 Animated graphics.

 Simple, interesting gameplay.

 Unforgettable adventures.
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Title: Save the Lamb
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
TSS Studio
Publisher:
TSS Studio
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz+

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 6.0

Storage: 170 MB available space

English
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save lambertville public school. save the lamb. save the lamb steam. save a lamb milk replacer. save every lamb jesse stuart. save
lamb meme. save lambda java. dave lamb house. save lambda. save on lamb. save lambert witcher 3. save lambda c++. wonder
pets save the lamb. save lambda expression c#. save lambeth field. save a lamb

Lake ridden is a cozy relaxing puzzle game which is fairly rare these days. I just wanted to sit down, enjoy some scenery and
work out some puzzles. This route is a fantastic route.
It's incredibly detailed andvery worth the \u00a39.99 if you canget it on the sale then great!
It's a fantastic route with beautiful locos,realistic sounds beautiful scenery one of the best routes Dovetail Games has actually
ever made so all in all if you are starting your collection or expanding it then this route is a perfect buy!
I would certainly reccomend it especially for the \u00a32.99 price on the slae at the moment!
Love it i would give it 5* out of 5
p.s this route is not that graphically demanding so it won't put your pc under too much strain which isareleif unlike some of the
newer routes.:). Really fun ND game. Easy to follow and hints were provided when needed. I like switching back and forth
between the characters.. pretty good game. Trash game. I DO NOT recommend!

>LITERALLY NO SETTINGS.
>Seating position is always rotated 90 degrees clockwise.
>Awful motion control system
>No steering wheel support
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this just solitare ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. Rip off. No updates to the trains. They are just re-textureing the interior & exterios of the
trains. DO NOT BUY!. not like ori but still awesome \u2665. Very cute graphics. Fun creating elements when you could think
of what could go with what but not so great when your mind goes blank. Was fun for a wee while but then just kind of got a lil
old. Will probably play again at some point.. Art of any form is subjective, but there's no denying well a game is actually well-
made, with quality elements to offer. While one might not like a particular game, there's no denying (for those who aren't
ignorant) when a game is genuinely well-crafted, and this game is an example of such.

Visually, it's extremely high-fidelity and extremely detailed, with great lighting and outstanding detail. World and map design is
excellent. Gameplay is smooth, intutive, solid and extremely enjoyable, between the weapons themselves and ability to mix-and-
match weapons in right and left hand, as well as special ability and weapon drops. Weapons are creative and combat is actually
visceral for a top-down shooter. Last, but certainly not least ... gore! Copious amounts of (llama) gore.

I'm not actually a huge fan of top-down shooters, though I've played a fair amount in my time. By far, this is the one of the most
well-designed and excellent experiencces of any I've played. It just happens to be llamas.

There's a great contrast between the actually great dark atmosphere and incredible visuals that you would expect from, say, a
serious zombie game (which the dev should actually consider, because the environment is already there for it) and the fact that
you're slaughtering hordes of llamas. It's an excellent contrast.

The dev is also an extremely nice guy who I had the pleasure of speaking with in a stream, so congrats for making an overall
excellent game!. As many have said, it looks great, but the moment when you enter the hangar is probably the best of the game.
I lost interest already during the first mission - it is just too simple and boring. Nice graphics don't make up for this!. Fun game.
Very artistic. Unfortunately, also a VERY short game.
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